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, CHOICE OF SAW? FACT0. AND COMYUTATION IN DESIGNING ZEICTIýOKAGKETIC

14ECANISMS OF A RZE(UIRIE DEPDDa3ILITY

Ta. A. Rips

The dependability of a device based on a determined principle of ac-

tion with fixed conditions and a given time of operation, is determined, by

the peculiarities of its design, the quality of the materials used In It.

and the technology of its production. Therefore, along with the oroblem

of computing the dependability of a given device there Is a great deal of

significance in a certain sense in the reverse problem, designing a device

of a given dependability, and this article is devoted to a consideration of

this problem, as applied to electromagnetic mechanisms.'

As is known quantitatively the dependability of a device is determined

by the probability of its faultless working under determined operation4, con-

ditions during an established length of time. Experimentally the dependa-

bility is approximately measured by a relative number of devices, average as

to probability which function faultlessly under given conditions during a

stated time t. In this arrangement the number of functioning devices. should

be referred to their whole number put out by production. In other words,

if in an interval of time from zero to t there worked fautlessly R(t) 100%

of manufactured devices,, and consequently there got out of order q(t) 100%

SEl - 'R(t)_ 100,% of the devices, then the dependability in the Interval

of time under consideration approximately equals R(t).

The-device is capable of faultless working in the case where not one of

Its properties or operating characteristics remains within previously deter-

mined lImitso. The probability of a given occurence for the pth of r char-

acteristies of the device can be analytically determined by the probability
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of the fulfillment of some criterion of dependability of the characteristics

of the device during the course of time t Jit,

(1 - P(1) >Be%

where X, and 11 are the properly chosen parameters o" the device which char-

acterize, respectively, the position of the characteristic

being researched and the allowable limit of its displacement.

If the occurrences which characterize the fulfillment of the criteria

of dependability for each of r characteristics of the device are independent

of each other, then the dependabilitty of the device as a whole can be deter-

mined through the dependability of the sep.rate characteristics in the fol-

lowing fashiont ~ rfR()*.R t)!= IIR :,'
P-, .(.2)

The working of an electromagnetic mechanism is generally determined by

several characteristics. Keeping in mind the identity of the method of

computing the dependability of any of the characteristics of an electromag-

netic mechanism. it is to the point to limit oneself to the deterrination of

one of them, for example, the dependability of the operation R1 (t). The de-

pendability of an electromagnetic mechanism is computed with the aid of ex-

pression (2). Just in the same way for a given value of dependability of

a mechanism as a whole one may select the corresponding dependability of its

characteristice.

As criteria for the dependability of the operation of an electromagnetic

mechanism let us consider the fulfillment of the relationship F9 --V.. FM. In

.. accordance with this the analysis given below relates to devices with relay

action usually used in control circuits and automation in communications,

and is not extended to electromagnetic mechanisms (measuring mechanisms, etc.).

for which the criteria of dependability of operation are different.

?TD".T-63- 3 7 /1 4 2 2



-, In eoomrtine the value Ro3(t) the parameters A,, and R. are considered as
with laws of distribution corresponding to the moment of time t f1 and 27.'

In -thegiven case An and B- reresent, respectively. the alectTomhnetic F#

and the mechanical counteraction F. of the force of the electromAgnetic

mechanism in the first critical point (in operation) at the moment of time

t. In moct cases one may consider with sufficient precision that the die-

trIbutlon 73 and F. corres.ond to the normal law:

topF. -- 7.F

(pu-i~p 3)

where 6,, and 6.are the average quadratic deviations; the lines above the

symbol signify mathematical expectation (average value) Of

random magnitude.

For such an affirmation there exist theoretical bases. The random Val-

.ues 7,and YM rove to be functions of a great number of comp~aratively small

(i. e., having small average quadratic deviations) Independent randou.argm-.

wmote xl. ... , x]k, the dimensions of the parts, lparameters of the original

materials, etc. In this situation the values of the deviations &F, andAy

from the average values :?, and are determined through the deviation of

the arguments Ax 1 . .. , .xk from their average values 11, ... ' x by the

device of the smv. Under given circudsiatces on the basis of Lyapunov's

theorem known from the theory of probabilities, one nay affirm that the laws

of distribution of the random valuos and Pe will be practically normal.

- The existing statistical data confirm the indicated proposition. This

can be seen from the experimental and theoretical dittributions of electro-

magnetic and mechanical forces obtinued for 100 specimens of the relay Me

.T-63-37/1 42 3



-does not depend on the paraeters of the device. Therefore the deiigning of

electromagnetic mechanisms of a given dependablaty esrould be done from the

condition of assuring a given value ROW taking into consioeration only the

gradual failures and equal to:
-~ R ior~.

Let us designate by Y the expres-

*ion standing in the formula (4)

under the sign of Laplace'* function:

-' = 1 -- (6)

From the equality (4) it ,r. seen that,
o At it is.t jV Jr.

"the value R", (t) is uniquely connected

0 witt the vaLue Y and the choice of

the first to fully determined by "•6n

latter. in Fig. 2 there Is shown

a graph of the dependence of r on the

value R" 00. Since R"oj is close to

? 40 43 6 / 4 1 */ 47 unity for convenience along the T

axis thereare plotted the values
Fig. 1. Experimental and theoretical,

-•l~~~n•~ By-n(-R!o. making
distributions of the mechanical (a)

use of this graph in accordance wvith
and electromagnetic (b) forces or

the given value of R"40 one can find
the relay RKK

the corresponding value of Y, ad

vice versa. i

An analysis of the expression (6) shove that Y is determined 'by. three

parameters: the safety factor at and the relative average quadratic deviations

t 6 9 t and 6 'Mt = 6ut of the random values Fi and 7,while the

given value Y can be assured At different combinations of them. These

YFD-TT-63-3•/• 2 5



parameters prove to l functions of the time of the operation of the device.

Their initial values io. 69o.'and 6,o with t = 0 determine the value Y(O) =.

corresponding to the Initial productlon dependability Rl.(O). which Is meas-

ured by the probabi2 ity that the device put out will be In working order f-J.
The values 519o and 61"e are determined by the quality of the design and

materials used, and also by the peculiarities of the technology of the pro-

duction. The degree of the dependence of the values 6 .3t. o't. aznd'it on

the time of working characterise@ the stability of the device with relation

to disturbing factors. In the process of st decreases and 6 1 bt and 6 oMt In

crease in comparison with their initial values, as a result of which the de-

pendability of the work drops f2-J.

The essence of all the measures for raising the quality and the operation-

al dependability amounts to a lowering of the values O'jo and 60NO and reducing

the change in the values 61.t. 61#4t. and ;t in operation. As depends on how

successfully the given problem is solved one chooses one or the other Initial

value of the of the safety factor. -o. by which one also assures the desired

level of dependability. The choice

of the value soIs done from the con-

dition that in the course of the per-

iod of the service T of the device

Its dependability will be equal to the

given Raja. In this' situation the

necessary value ;o In proportion as

S Fig. 2. ]nction T= f(-i ,) lao aad 6%,o are greater and the -

changes61ot, 6 tnt am ;t are greater

ina the process of operation. In practice up to the present time the value .

90 has been determined by the experimental method with tested devices a1- -

fDT--.3/ + z 6



a--7
'Ir:ready created or else through experience in operation of analogous apparatuses.

Increase in the initial valu* of the safety factor Io increAseS the do-

pendability of a given device, but at the same time increases its weight A

and cost and the expenditure of material. On the other hand, with a given

safety factor ;,, the dependability increases with the reduction of 6900 and

S6t. and with a slower change of 6 13t. 8114t. and it. In this case also

there is an i.-crease in the cost and the labor involved in the device since

it is necessary to use more high-quality material, increase the precision In

the making of the parts, etc.

From what has. been explained it is clear that the problem of creating A

device with a given dependability Is not unique and has a multitud.e of de-

cisions corresponding to determined combinations of values of C130, 61'jo, and

so and determined form of the functions 6 '3t, 6tMt. and It. The choice of

the optimum combination of the indicated values in solving a concrete prob-

1em deninds consideration of various supiplementary conditions. The com-

bination mentioned above can be found by joint determination of all the

parameters, and this should be done taking into consideration a series of

technical-economic factors.

This question merits special investigation. In this- article -the

problem of designing electromagnetic mechanisms of a given dependability Is

considered as the choosing of the respective initial values for the safety

factor with completely determined values for the remaining parameters.

As is known one distinguishes the working s, the production (rated) s

and the 0erational a(?) of the safety factor which are connected by the ratios

or 5=5 )

The electromagnetic mechanism should be designed with the initial working

"safety factor 1o. The production safety factor is determined by the values

Iff and 6'mo, depending on the design and production factors. Th value

MT-T-63-3?/l f 2



'7Of" the operational safety factor depends on the sersitivity of the device

to disturbing' action and is considered as change in the values 6t' drt. j
U ' 4L •r d ;t In the course of a period of service. . i•

A s a result of the change in 01 ,6*t and ;.t in -the working of the

device there is a change in the value R."(t) with relatlon to the component of

the initial prodIuction deDendability Rj(0). However, whatever the charac-

ter of this change might be it is necessary that the value R2(T) in the course

of the period of service of the device T be equal to the previously selected

value R"101 By taking this into consideration one can draw the conclusion

that the condition for rational designing of the devices is that the com-

ponent of the initial production dependability Rq(O), calculated by the for-

mula (4) with 6 1,t - 6'70. .81,t -',eo and ;t = inp* should be numerically

equal to Rf(T) commuted with Gf9t 6'. ' 66MT. and st -r(Jig. 3)1

(0) R.(8)

This flows from the fact that In ra-

tional designing the supplementary

possibilities included in the electro-

magnetic device, as a result of the

introduction of the operational safety
Fig. 3. R!(t) as a function of t

factor, at the end of the period of

service should be comp•letely exhmsted. Therefore the level of dependability

determined by the value HI(O) is maintained and should be selected as equal

to the prescribed value a and the known values O and 6 Vewithout taking

into account the dependencies lrt, 68t, and.6'"t in time. ..

The considerations expressed here have a general character and are appli-

-cable to devices of any kind.

.The desigening of electro=m&notic mechanisms Is done by known methods

7fJ-!'"L-63. I * 2 8
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Sand 573. In doing this in accordance with the technical conditions of

the designing problem one chooses a kinematic scheme and design of the

mechanism, determines the characteristics of the final element, and bilds

"the specific mechanical feature of the device. Afterwards one determines

the magnitude of the counteracting mechanical force (IFo)kp at the criti-

cal point, and after design of the magnetic system from the 'condition
"-(7 3O)ko -- -one computes the o. d. (operational dependability) IN

(Fmo~k Icp.

The following step in the computation is the working out of the working

tractional characteristic and design of the winding whereby one should take

into consideration the need for creating an electromaznetic mechanism of a

given dependability R"(T), which is determined by the proper choice of the

initial safety factor • The necessary value of ;o in the case under con-

sideration is attained by an increase in the O. d. of the winding. Bowever,

this leads to an increase in the amount of copper in the winding and the

power required by it.

Let us assume that the desired value of the component of dependability

R(T) in the course of ,he.period ofservice is equal to Rwlo. Then in ac-,

cordance with the ,equalities (4), (6). and (8) we will get

where (9)

The magnitude y can be determined in accordance with the given value INIo

with the aid of the graph lresented in 7ig. 2. The value Ip a &-.function

of y io found by the following relationship:

.1+--"--"?".. I . .

~~~Y Y - ... •"., .

In accordance with the expression (10) in 71. 4 there are presented the do-

"1D-eTwr.6,..7/l 29



pendencie- -- on the magnitude yR-o y for different values of n 6- 0 6,0

Baying coeuated the last t'wo expresmions earlier by the stated method[-3_7,

;n accordance with the given graphs one can determing the value of the neces-

sary production safety factor ;ro

-V The method of com~puting the required

value of the factor ;3k for given

conditions of operation is presented

i in '72J. Raving determined ip and,

. ...../ 'ik by the exvression (7) we find the

Initial working safety factor ,

The value obtained ;o represents
I 41 20.) 45 41 1- the safety factor according to the

Fig. 4t. Dependence of the safety fac-
tractional, forces at the first criti-

tor in• on 61o for various values a
7*e cal point. If the magnetic circuit

of the electromagnetic mechanism is no.t saturated then the safety, facior by

ampere turns 110 will equal 'A 1--1= , and the working o. d.

By knowing the o. d. one can construct the working tractional charac-

teristic and make the comwutation of the parameters of the winding; diameter

of the wire d, number of turnsW, resistance of the winding r. and the power

lost in the winding P.

In designing the electromagnetic mechanisms of a given dependability a

definite interest is afforded by the dependence of the power 1, the volume

TV and the cost of the copper C, the diameter of -the wire, and the number of

..- turns on the value of the initial working safety factor 1o. They enable
one to compare and evaluate different versions of mechanisms from the point

of view of economy. &rch dependencee which show change In these values

PMTDTf-63-37/1 *2 10



tý"'+P+ referred to their magnitudes pIo ,,o. Cap do. andw with a I .r--ente

, Fig;. i 5.

-Tor the purpose Eobtatning'See Page Ila
much generalization the curves pre-

sented in Fig. 5 are given in con-

ventional units while as a unlt of

measurement it there is taken the

Fig.6 6alue

See Page Ila gap,- (1P)

where lk is the length of the coil:

D is the inside diameter of the coil;

ky Is the embedding factor:

is the heat emission factor;:

Die the allowelile temperature in the heating of the coil:

p Is th" specific resistance of the wire;

k Is the ratio of the diameters of the wire with insulation and with..

out insulation.

The units of change of magnitude j . C d ae iVoo an L are esi
O 0 CiO do- 0 Oexpressed by A and the values in the table. In constructing the graph

C-
- f(d) there was used the. curve' of the dependence of the cost of a unit

of weight of active wire material of the brand PRI on Its diameter, which ig

shown in Fig. 6.

VAg1nitude P, V'* • ••

Unit of measurement A' Al .1% I+ -

emethod+ explained makes possible computation In projecting such an is-

7-LD-TT-63-37(I f
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portant factor as to what the aependability Is in the -orking of the device.,

enables one to choose rationally the safety factor, ana evaluate. the eflect

of the perameters of the device on i.t- dependability. All these ele-ents are.

* essential. in the designing of dependable devices with minimum cost and ex-

penditure of materipis. . It Is clear that the procedure given cFn be used

in computing not only electrorxagnetic mechanisms but also other devices.

su-oilement By way of example to illustrate the points involved let us

consider the choice of the safety factor and the designing of an electro-

magnetic relay on DC with a given operational deenda.biiity.

Let the given value R1 go in the course of the period of the service be

equal to 0.9999. This signifies that excluding sudden breakdowns In the

course of the period of the service there is allowed failure in operation

on the average of one relay among 10,00r. in operation. It is necessary to

design the apparatus In =e&. a way th"t this condition will be satisfied.

As a result of the designing of the relay by the ordinary procedure one

determines the value JWcp as equal, let us assume, to 100. Further by the

method expounded in f•-7one computes the values . nd !S.- which' will

take, re '.ectively. as equal toL 0.1 and 0.05,.

Then one determines Q-: 1 = Ro -- 0.0001 and (-lnq) = 9.2. In accori-, "

ance with this value with the aid oftbegraph given In Fig.2 we will find
the value ya 3.72. then the value !_o_ = 0.372 and for n = 0. 0.5 by

la~o
the curves presented in Fig. ii. We determine the' value ;1, = 1.64. 3.-:

Bides,- let' Ifk: 1- 6 'fL2_. Then 1. 1. 64 1.8 =2.96 und 11 Y-2.96

, 1.7"2. In accordance with the formla (11) the necessary o. d. will be

equal to ? = 1.72 - 100 : 172. -

For evaluation of the supplementary expenditure dueto which thern is -'

assured the necessary safety factor So and the value Rf(Y) Is raised from

1~2
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0.5 to 0'9999 let us find the unit of measurement ;e. In doing this we take

D :.0.5 cm; lk 3 cm: B: 50°i: p: 12 . 10" v/cm2 °C: k7y 0.9: k 12:

z 0.0175 • 10- o40- •m. Then A 15.1 and the value 6o in these units is

equal to 2.96 = 0.196. Afterw-rds by the curves presented In Fig. & and15.1

with the aid of the table we will find that

P A
p e = " 1 ,2 = = 1 , ) _ . . 1 3 ;

UI. v. ( lq)
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DI STRIB9UTION LISTJ

DEPARTMENT OF DUEXSE Nr. Copies XAJ3R AIR CO~C".ADS Kr.,Copies'

APSC
SCFDD I
'ASTIA 25

HEADQUAR.TERS USAF TDBTL 5
TDBDP 5

AFC N-3D2 1AEDC (AEY) 1

ARL (ARB) 1SSD (SSF) 2
APGC (PGF) I
ESD (EsY) 1

OTHER AGENCIBS .. D (RY . ..1
AFMDC (I4DF)1

CIA AFSWC (SWF)1
NSA . .6AF14TC (MTW) 1

DIA 9 ASDý(ASYIM)1
AID .2
OTS .2

40 . 2
PWS1
NASA.1
ARM 3
NAVY

RAND
NAF3C 1
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